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Abstract. The Black Sea is entirely anoxic, except for a thin (∼100 m) ventilated surface layer. Since 1955, the oxygen content

of this upper layer has decreased by 44 %. The reasons hypothesized for this decrease are, first, a period of eutrophication from

mid 70’s to early 90’s and, second, a reduction in the ventilation processes, suspected for the recent years. Here we show

that the Black Sea convective ventilation regime has been drastically altered by atmospheric warming during the last decade.

Since 2008, the prevailing regime is below the range of variability recorded since 1955, and is characterized by consecutive5

years during which the renewal of intermediate waters does not occur. Oxygen records from the last decade indicate a clear

relationship between cold water formation events and oxygenation status at different pycnal levels, suggesting a leading role

of convective ventilation in the oxygen budget of the upper intermediate layers. We thus suggest that this regime shift has a

significant impact on the oxygenation structure of the Black Sea and on its biogeochemical balance.

1 Introduction

By reducing water density and increasing vertical stratification, global warming is expected to impede ventilation mechanisms

in the world ocean and regional seas with potential consequences for the oxygenation of the subsurface layer (Bopp et al.,

2002; Keeling et al., 2010; Breitburg et al., 2018). On a global scale, the reduction of ventilation processes constitutes a larger

contribution to marine deoxygenation than the warming-induced reduction of oxygen solubility (Bopp et al., 2013). If the15

reduction in ventilation mechanisms is often evidenced, it remains challenging to determine whether such changes are the

signal of natural variability or rather witness a significant regime change attributed to global warming (Long et al., 2016).

The Black Sea provides a miniature global ocean framework where processes of global interest occur at a scale more amend-

able for investigation. Its deep basin is permanently stratified and the ventilation of the subsurface layer relies in substantial

parts on the convective transport of cold, oxygen-rich water formed each winter in the surface. Between 1955 and 2015, the20

Black Sea oxygen inventory has declined by 40% (Capet et al., 2016), which echoes the significant deoxygenation trend that

affected the world ocean over a similar period (Schmidtko et al., 2017).
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The permanent stratification of the Black Sea results from two external inflows (Öszoy and Ünlüata, 1997). The saline

Mediterranean inflow enters the Black Sea by the lower part of the Bosporus strait, the sole and narrow opening of the Black

Sea towards the global ocean. The terrestrial fresh water inflow, for its greatest part, enters the Black Sea on its northwestern25

shelf. The contrast in density (salinity) between these two inflows maintains a permanent stratification in the open basin

(halocline), that prevents the ventilation of the deep layers. This lack of ventilation induces the permanent anoxic conditions that

characterize 90% of the Black Sea waters. Between the oxic and anoxic (euxinic) layers, a suboxic zone, where both dissolved

oxygen and hydrogen sulphide are below reliable detection limits, is maintained by biogeochemical processes (Stanev et al.,

2018).30

Just above the main halocline, the ventilation of the Black Sea subsurface waters (∼ 50–100m), is ensured by convective

circulation. It proceeds from the sinking of surface waters, made colder and denser by loss of heat towards the atmosphere in

wintertime (Ivanov et al., 2000). A similar ventilation process is observed, for instance, in the Mediterranean Gulf of Lion (e.g.,

MEDOC group et al., 1970; Coppola et al., 2017; Testor et al., 2017). In the Black Sea, however, the dense oxygenated waters

never reach the deepest parts, as their sinking is restrained at intermediate depth by the permanent halocline. The accumulation35

of cold waters at intermediate depth forms the so-called Cold Intermediate Layer (CIL). The process of CIL formation thus

provides an annual ventilating mechanism that structures the vertical distribution of oxygen (Gregg and Yakushev, 2005; Capet

et al., 2016) and, by extension, that of nutrients (Pakhomova et al., 2014) and living components of the ecosystem (Sakınan

and Gücü, 2017).

The semi-enclosed character of the Black Sea, superimposed with the fact that ventilation is limited to the first ∼100 m,40

makes it highly sensitive to variations in external forcings. In particular, the variations of atmospheric conditions (eg. air

temperature, wind curl) result in pronounced and relatively fast alterations of the Black Sea physical structure (Oguz et al.,

2006; Capet et al., 2012; Kubryakov et al., 2016).

While several studies evidenced a warming trend in the Black Sea surface temperature (Belkin, 2009; von Schuckmann et al.,

2018), Miladinova et al. (2017) showed that the Black Sea intermediate waters present an even stronger warming trend. This45

difference between the surface and subsurface temperature trends can be explained by the fact that the CIL dynamics buffers

the atmospheric warming trends and minimize its signature in sea surface temperature (Nardelli et al., 2010).

The inter-annual variability in CIL formation can be explained for its larger part on the basis of winter air temperature

anomalies (Oguz and Besiktepe, 1999; Capet et al., 2014), although intensity of the basin-wide cyclonic circulation (Staneva

and Stanev, 1997; Capet et al., 2012; Korotaev et al., 2014), fresh water budget (Belokopytov, 2011) and the intensity of50

short-term meso-scale intrusions also play a role (Gregg and Yakushev, 2005; Ostrovskii and Zatsepin, 2016; Akpinar et al.,

2017). An extensive description of the CIL dynamics, detailing the contributions and variability of the mechanisms mentioned

above was recently provided by (Miladinova et al., 2018). One aspect is particularly relevant to our study: in winter time,

the deepening of the mixed layer and the uplifting of isopycnals in the basin center (as the cyclonic circulation intensifies),

expose subsurface waters to atmospheric cooling. If a well-formed CIL was present during the previous year, subsurface waters55

exposed to atmospheric cooling are already cold, which increases the amount of newly formed CIL waters (Stanev et al., 2003).

Due to this positive feed-back and to the accumulation of CIL waters formed during successive years, the inter-annual CIL
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dynamics is better described when winter air temperature anomalies are accumulated over 3 to 4 years, rather than considered

on a year-to-year basis (Capet et al., 2014).

Given this non-linear context, there are reasons to suspect that global warming, by increasing the average air temperature60

around which annual fluctuations occur, may induce a persistent shift in the regime of the Black Sea subsurface ventilation.

Indeed, Stanev et al. (2019) used Argo float data [2005–2018] to highlight a recent constriction of the CIL layer, following a

trends leading to the conditions where the CIL, as a layer colder than the underlying waters, would no longer exist, The authors

further indicate implications on the Black Sea thermohaline properties, as this recent weakening of the CIL layer goes along

with an increasing trends in surface and subsurface salinity, indicative of diapycnal mixing at the basis of the former CIL layer.65

Here, we combine different data sources to analyze the variability in the Black Sea intermediate layer ventilation over the

last 65 years and in particular, investigate the existence of a statistically significant shift in the CIL formation regime, in regards

to the variability observed over this extended period. The hypothesis of a significant regime shift is tested against the more

traditional linear and periodic interpretation of the observed trends (e.g. Belokopytov, 2011), as the consequence for Black Sea

ventilation and the future of the Black Sea oxygenation status in particular, are drastically different. Our analysis thus aims to70

isolate annual convective ventilation as a particular component of the complex Black Sea deoxygenation dynamics (Konovalov

and Murray, 2001; Capet et al., 2016) that typically involves intricate biogeochemical and physical processes.

Section 2 details the datasets considered to characterize the Black Sea CIL and oxygenation dynamics and the method of

regime shifts analysis. In section 3, we analyse the long-term dynamics of the CIL through the lense of regime shift analysis.

In section 4, we use the most detailled datasets to relate CIL formation to changes in the Black Sea oxygenation conditions.75

Section 5, then concludes with a short discussion on

2 Material and methods

2.1 The CIL cold content

While annual CIL formation rates are difficult to assess directly from observations, the status of the CIL can be quantified

locally on the basis of vertical profiles of temperature and salinity. This simple indicator, based on routinely monitored vari-80

ables, provide a suitable metric to combine various sources of data while summarizing an essential aspect of the thermo-haline

conditions. The CIL cold content C is defined as the heat deficit within the CIL, integrated along the vertical:

C =−cp
∫

CIL

ρ(z)[T (z)−TCIL] dz, (1)

with ρ, the in-situ density, cp, the heat capacity of sea water and TCIL = 8.35 ◦C, the temperature threshold which together

with a density criterion ρ > 1014.5 kgm−3, defines the CIL layer over which the integration is performed (Stanev et al., 2003,85

2014; Capet et al., 2014). Although the use of a given temperature threshold to define the occurence of convective mixing is

subject to discussion, the existence of a fixed threshold to define the CIL as a distinct watermass, and as a signature of its

formation process, is evident given the fixed value of ∼ 9◦C that characterize the underlying deep waters (Stanev et al., 2019).

The above definition has been chosen for correspondence with past litterature.
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C is expressed in units of Jm−2 and provides a vertically integrated diagnostic which is more informative than, for instance,90

the temperature at a fixed depth or the depth of a given iso-thermal surface. Although C is a deficit, we inverted the sign of

C in comparison with previous literature (Stanev et al., 2003; Piotukh et al., 2011; Capet et al., 2014) for the convenience

of working with a positive quantity. Large C values thus correspond to large heat deficit in the CIL, ie. to low temperature

in a well-formed CIL layer, which is characteristic of cold years. A decrease in C corresponds to a weakening of cold water

formation (typically for warm years), an increase in the intermediate water temperature and/or a decrease in the vertical extent95

of the CIL.

C has been estimated for each year over the 1955-2019 period using four data sources summarized in Table 1. These sources

include in-situ historical (ship-casts) and modern (Argo) observations, as well as empirical and mechanistic modelling (Fig.

1). Annual and spatial average values for the deep sea (depth > 50 m) were derived from each data set, while considering

the artifacts induced by uneven sampling in the context of pronounced seasonal and spatial variability.Each data source has100

particular assets and drawbacks, and involves specific data processing to reach estimates of annual and spatial C averages

as described below. All processed annual time-series are made available in netcdf format on a public repository (see ’Data

availability’).

Argo profilers: The assets of autonomous Argo profilers are a high temporal resolution and the continuous coverage of recent

years, which offers unprecedented means to explore the CIL dynamics at fine spatial and temporal scales (Akpinar et al., 2017;105

Stanev et al., 2019). The drawbacks are the mingled spatial and temporal variability inherent to Argo data, the incomplete

spatial coverage, and the lack of data prior to 2005. These data were collected and made freely available by the Coriolis project

and programmes that contribute to it (http://www.coriolis.eu.org). The request criteria used were [Bounding box : 40-47N;27-

42E; Period (DD/MM/YYYY) : between ’01/01/2005’ and ’31/12/2019’; Data type(s) : (’Argo profiles’,’Argo trajectory’);

Required Physical parameters : (’Sea temperature’,’Practical salinity’),Quality : Good.] C values were derived from individual110

Argo profiles (Fig. 1). All available profiles in a given year were averaged to produce the annual Argo time series CArgo.

Although homogeneous seasonal sampling can be assumed, we note that the uneven spatial coverage of Argo profiles might

induce a bias in the inferred trends. This potential bias stems from the horizontal gradient in C, that is structured radially

from the central (lower C) to the peripheral (higher C) regions of the Black Sea (Stanev et al., 2003; Capet et al., 2014).

Argo samplings are more abundant in the peripheral regions, which suggests that CArgo might be slightly biased towards high115

values.

In-situ ship-cast profiles: The asset of ship-based profiles is their extended temporal coverage. The drawbacks are the

difficulty to untangle spatial and temporal variability (as for any non-synoptic data source), the uneven sampling effort and

the low data availability posterior to 2000. The CShips time series was provided by the application of the DIVA detrending

methodology on ship-cast profiles extracted from the World Ocean Database (Boyer et al., 2009) in the box 40°–47°30’ N,120

27°–42°E for the period 1955–2011. DIVA is a sophisticated data interpolation software (Troupin et al., 2012) based on a

variational approach. The detrending methodology (Capet et al., 2014) provided inter-annual trends, here representative for

the central basin, cleared from the artifacts induced by the combination of uneven sampling and pronounced variability along
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Table 1. Overview of the four data sets used to characterize the CIL inter annual variability. Details are provided for each data source in Sect

2.1

Data Set Rationale Assets (+) & Drawbacks (-) References

Ship casts In-situ profiles analyzed with the

DIVA detrending methodology to

disentangle spatial and temporal

variability.

+ Large time cover

+ Direct observation

- Uneven spatial and seasonal

sampling

- Annual gaps

Boyer et al. (2009)

Capet et al. (2014)

Atmospheric

Predictors

Empirical combination of atmo-

spheric descriptors (winter air tem-

perature anomalies) calibrated to

reproduce the above time-series.

+ Full time cover

- Not observation

- Validity of statistical model

not granted outside its range

of calibration.

Dee et al. (2011)

Capet et al. (2014)

GHER3D 3D hydrodynamic model (GHER).

Unconstrained simulation (no

data assimilation). 5km resolu-

tion. ERA-interim atmospheric

forcings.

+ Synopticity

+ Underlying mechanistic un-

derstanding

- Not observation

Stanev and Beckers

(1999)

Vandenbulcke et al.

(2010)

Capet et al. (2012)

Argo Drifting autonomous profilers. Av-

erage of synchronous profiles.

+ Direct observation

+ Intra-annual resolution

- Uneven spatial sampling

- Recent years only

Stanev et al. (2013)

Akpinar et al. (2017)

Stanev et al. (2019)

the seasonal and spatial dimensions. We redirect the reader to the reference study for further details on data sources, data

distribution and methodology.125

Atmospheric predictors: The statistical model considered here consists in a linear combination of time-lagged winter air

temperature anomalies. This model was obtained by a stepwise selection amongst potential descriptor variables (incl. summer

and winter air temperature, winds and fresh water discharge), in order to reproduce the inter-annual variability ofCShips (Capet

et al., 2014) and proposed as an alternative to the winter severity index defined earlier (Simonov and Altman, 1991). CAtmos

is thus naturally representative of the same quantity, i.e. annually and spatially averaged C. The asset of this approach is the130

opportunity to fill the gaps between observations in past years, using atmospheric reanalysis of 2m air temperature provided

by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for the period 1980–2013. Its drawbacks lie in its

empirical nature and indirect relationship to observable sea conditions. CAtmos was only extracted for the years covered in the
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reference study, considering that the potential non-linearity in the air temperature-C relationship may be exacerbated for the

low C values typical of recent years.135

3D hydrodynamic model: The Black Sea implementation of the 3D hydrodynamic model GHER has been used in several

studies (Grégoire et al., 1998; Stanev and Beckers, 1999; Vandenbulcke et al., 2010; Capet et al., 2012). The present simulation

uses the set-up presented in Capet et al. (2012) and has been produced without any form of data assimilation, on the basis of the

ERA-Interim set of atmospheric forcing provided by the ECMWF data center (Dee et al., 2011). Aggregated weekly outputs of

the GHER3D model are made available on a public repository (see ’Data availability’). C3dModel was derived from synoptic140

weekly model outputs and averaged for each year and spatially over the deep basin (depth > 50m). The assets of this approach

are the synoptic coverage in time and space and the mechanistic nature of the model, that implies a reproducible understanding

of the process of CIL formation. The drawback lies in the numerical and conceptual error that might affect unconstrained model

outputs.

A composite time series was computed as the average of available source-specific series for each year. Given their indirect145

nature, the two model time series were given a smaller weight when computing this average (0.5 for the model time series, 1

for the others). The composite time series was then used as a synoptic metric indicating on the inter-annual variability of the

convective ventilation of the Black Sea intermediate layers.

The consistency of the different CIL cold content data sources is demonstrated by the high correlations obtained between

the annual time series (from 0.91 to 0.98, see detailed comparative statistics in appendix A). Despite the small number of150

overlapping years between certain series, all correlations are significant (p < 0.05). The close correspondence between inde-

pendent time series, issued respectively from strictly observational and purely mechanistic modeling approaches, provides a

high confidence in their accuracy and ensures the robustness of the forthcoming analysis.

More precisely, the standard deviations estimated from the different series are similar (∼ 100 MJm−2), despite their distinct

temporal coverage. The root mean square errors that characterize the disagreement between the different data sources remain155

below this temporal standard deviation (in all but one case, see appendix A for details). This justifies to merge the different

sources in a unique composite time series, enabling a robust long term analysis of the variablity in the Black Sea CIL formation.

2.2 Regime shift analysis and descriptive model selection

The inter annual variability of the Black Sea CIL formation is analyzed in the framework of regime shift analysis (Zeileis et al.,

2003). The rationale behind this approach is to identify periods over which the times series depicts statistically distinct regimes,160

ie. during which annual fluctuations take place around distinct averages. Statistical tools are used to judge the relevance of such

segmented description, against the null hypothesis that considers annual fluctuations around a fixed average value for the entire

time series. More details are given in appendix B.

The problem when choosing among different models to describe a time series, based on the model’s ability to reproduce

observations, is that any additional parameter involved in a descriptive model automatically reduces the residual sum of squares165

(RSS) used to assess its descriptive skill. This is particularly clear in the context of regime shift model, where “considering

additional parameters” means segmenting the entire period into more distinct periods with specific averages. To decide until
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which point the addition of a new change point (ie. a new distinct period) in the regime shift model remains informative, we

considered the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), that assesses the RSS of each model but gives a penalty for the introduction

of additional parameters (Akaike, 1974). The model with the smallest AIC should be favored for interpretation. The same170

approach was used to compare the regime shifts models to the linear and periodic models.

Figure 1. Time series of the Black Sea CIL cold content (C) originated from various data sources (Tab. 1), displayed at original temporal

resolution: (black dots) inter-annual trend derived from ship casts; (gray shaded area) statistical model based on atmospheric predictors; (dark

red thick line) 3D GHER model; (thin colored lines) Individual Argo floats. a) Complete period of analysis, b) focus on the recent years.

2.3 Oxygen

BGC-Argo oxygen observations were obtained from the Coriolis data center for a period extending from 01/01/2010 to

01/01/2020. Only descending Argo profiles were considered, to minimize discrepancies associated with oxygen sensors re-

sponse time (Bittig et al., 2014). To minimize the impact of spatial variability, oxygen concentrations were considered using175

a potential density anomaly (σ) vertical scale and the year 2010 was discarded for lack of observations. While both oxygen

concentrations [µM] and oxygen saturation level [%] were considered in our first analyses, the range of thermo-haline vari-

ability in the layers considered allow to present only results obtained for one of those aspects and concentration was retained

(see Appendix D).

Figure 2 indicates that the use of σ vertical coordinates indeed minimizes the range of spatial variability (see years 2010-180

2018, when more Argo are operating) and gives sense to the use of monthly medians as an integrated indicator of the basin-

wide oxygenation status at different layers. For deeper density layers (Fig. 2c), a larger interquartile range is induced by Argo’s
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Figure 2. Oxygen concentrations derived from BGC-Argo profiles at σ values of a) 14.5, b) 15.0 and c) 15.5 kgm−3. Colored points

correspond to different Argo platforms. The blue line represents monthly medians and the shaded area covers monthly interquartile ranges.

profiling in the vicinity of Bosporus influenced area, as plumes of Bosporus ventilation introduce a larger horizontal variability

in oxygen concentration.

3 The Black Sea CIL dynamics over 1955–2019185

3.1 Descriptive models

The composite time series Ci is depicted on Fig. 3 with calibrated linear and periodic models (with i as a year index).

The poor statistics associated with a linear model, Ci = l1.i + l2 (adjusted R2 = 0.05, AIC=794), dismiss the perception of

a linear trend extending over the entire period. Using the periodic model, Ci = p1 + p2 sin( 2π
p3
i), gives a better representation

of the cold content inter-annual variability (AIC=763), and provides broad characteristics of Ci : the mean value, p1 = 222±190

12 MJm−2, the amplitude of inter-annual variability, p2 = 114± 16 MJm−2, and the periodicity of pseudo-oscillations,

p3 = 43.04± 0.02 years.

However, both the linear and periodic models overestimates C in the recent years, as the composite time series Ci shows a

departure from its usual range of variability during the last decade. This is evidenced by ranking the 65 years of Ci on the basis

of their cold content. It is remarkable that, among the ten years with the least cold content, eight occurred after 2010.195
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Figure 3. The CIL cold content composite time series (light blue) is obtained as a weighted average of the different data sources. Calibrated

linear and periodic models (red dotted lines and area) are considered for discussion.

Figure 4 gives the AIC obtained for regime shifts models considering from 1 to 5 change points (ie. partitioning the entire

period into 2 to 6 segments). All of those regime shift descriptions appear as statistically more informative, sensu AIC, than a

linear or periodic interpretation of the time series (and than a combination of linear and periodic model, AIC=758, not shown).

In particular the 4-segments model (ie. 3 change points) should be favored for interpretation.
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Figure 4. The residual sum of squares (RSS, left scale) of regime shifts models decrease with each additional change points. The Akaike In-

formation Content (AIC, right scale) penalizes additional parameters to support model selection. For comparison, the RSS and AIC obtained

with the calibrated periodic model are depicted with dashed lines.

3.2 Regimes shifts in the CIL cold content200

The evolution ofCi over 1955-2019 is thus best described by discriminating four periods (P1–P4, Fig. 5), objectively identified

through regime shift analysis.
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Figure 5. Multi-decadal variability of the Black Sea CIL cold content and distinct periods identified by the regime shift analysis. Confidence

intervals on meanC values are indicated by blue shaded area for each period, and by gray shaded area for the null hypothesis (i.e., considering

no regime shifts). Confidence intervals on the time limits of each period are indicated with red ranges.

A "routine" regime is identified that is consistent for periods P1 (1955–1984) and P3 (1998–2006), which depict averages

〈C〉P1 = 191±15 MJm−2 and 〈C〉P3 = 183±29 MJm−2, respectively. This routine regime is also consistent with the average

C obtained without considering any change points, 〈C〉= 201± 15 MJm−2 (Fig. 5).205

Departing from this routine, a cold period (P2) is visible from 1984 to 1998, during which C fluctuates around a larger

average value, 〈C〉P2 = 345± 26 MJm−2. This cold period has been described in numerous studies (e.g., Ivanov et al., 2000;

Oguz et al., 2006), and is attributed to strong and persistent anomalies in atmospheric teleconnection patterns (East Asia/West

Russia and North Atlantic oscillations, Kazmin and Zatsepin (2007); Capet et al. (2012)). Noteworthy, similar cold periods

were identified earlier in the XXth century (late 1920s–early 1930s and early 1950s, Ivanov et al. (2000)).210

From 2008 to 2019, a warmer period (P4) is identified during which C varies around a lower average 〈C〉P4 = 60±
28 MJm−2. The regime shift analysis thus evidences that a general weakening of the cold water formation and associated

ventilation prevails since 10 years in the Black Sea. Warm years and weak cold content were also observed during the years

1961 and 1963, but those were not identified as part of a statistically distinct “warm” regime and should be considered as

strong fluctuations within P1. The regime shift analysis thus indicates that the current restricted ventilation conditions have no215

precedent in modern history.
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4 CIL formation as a basin-wide ventilation process

The intra-annual resolution provided by the 3D model and Argo time series (Fig. 1) suggests that the CIL renewal, that was

taking place systematically each year in precedent regimes, has now become occasional. Here we focus on the latest period,

better detailed in our datasets, to characterize the CIL formation as a basin wide ventilation process and its relationship with220

changes in oxygen concentration at different σ levels.

Basin wide CIL formation and destruction rates were computed from the synoptic 3D model outputs, as differences between

weeklyC values (Fig. 6). The seasonal sequence depicts CIL formation peaks from late December to March, typically reaching

C formation rates of 10, 5 and 1 MJm−2 d−1 respectively for the period P2, P1-3 and P4. The CIL cold content is then eroded

at different rates before, during and at the end the thermocline setting, with a damped erosion rate through the thermocline225

season between 0 and ∼ -1 MJm−2 d−1. CIL formation processes have been described extensively in the past (e.g. Akpinar

et al., 2017; Miladinova et al., 2018), in better details than allowed by the integrated perspective adopted here. This integrated

point of view, however, serves to point out the striking quasi absence of CIL formation peak for the years 2001, 2007, 2009,

2010, 2013 and 2014. In fact, among the period of Argo oxygen sampling, only 2012 and 2017 depicts important CIL formation

events, while smaller but still perceptible formation rates are observed for 2015 and 2016.230

Oxygen concentration in this period varies in concordance with CIL formation until σ layers of about 16.0 (Fig. 7). Large

increase in oxygen concentration can be observed from December to March for the years for which CIL formation is significant,

which denotes the impact of convective ventilation. While the impact of 2012 and 2017 CIL formation can be seen through the

whole oxygenated water column, the smaller CIL formation of 2015 and 2016 only penetrates until ∼ 14.6kgm−3.

Following our attempt to summarize large datasets and to characterize a basin-scale annual oxygenation rate, we computed235

the difference between the median oxygen concentration in November between successive years. The rationale behind this

approach is that CIL formation typically extends from December to March (Fig. 6).

In order to obtain a general indication on the (pycnal) depth of penetration of the convective ventilation associated with CIL

formation, we assessed the Pearson correlation coefficient between this annual oxygenation index, and a first order assessment

of CIL formation, obtained as the annual difference in the C composite time series. The correlation between oxygenation240

and CIL formation is high near the surface and decrease regularly as deeper pycnal levels are considered. Those correlations

remains significant (p < 0.1) until σ = 15.4kgm−3 (Fig. 8).

5 Discussion

The regime shift paradigm describes an abrupt and significant change in the observable outcome of a non linear-system, as could

result from a threshold in this system response to an external forcing. A periodic model, on the other hand, supposes either a245

linear response to periodically varying external forcing, or an oscillation resulting from internal dynamics. It is our hypothesis,

supported by the quantitative consideration presented above, that the first should be favored for interpreting the recent evolution

of the Black Sea CIL dynamics. This difference in interpretation is fundamental in what regards the expected consequences on

the Black Sea oxygenation status and in particular the threat on Black Sea marine populations, whose ecological adaptation
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Figure 6. Basin wide CIL cold content formation and destruction rates inferred from the 3D model time-series, weekly averaged values.

Upper panels: on a seasonal frame with weekly medians (line) and interquartile range (shaded area), merging years from the periods P1 and

P3 (considered together), P2 and P4. Lower panel: on an interannual scale, with 3-weeks running average (blue line). Vertical dotted lines

separates the periods evidenced on Fig. 5. The red lines delineate the thresholds of ± 1 MJm−2 d−1, corresponding to the lower bound of

CIL erosion rate during summers.

(and rate of exploitation) have been build upon a ventilation regime and consequent biogeochemical balance, that may no250

longer be considered as routine.

It so appears that the intermittency of CIL renewal characterizes the new ventilation regime: the ventilation of the Black

Sea intermediate layers does not occur each year anymore but is occasionally absent for one or two consecutive years. As

indicated by Stanev et al. (2019), this trends may lead to the disappearance of a characteristic layer of the Black Sea, that

constituted a major component of its thermo-haline structure and constrained the exchanges between surface, subsurface and255

intermediate layers. In particular, the authors highlight surface and subsurface salinity trends that indicate recent occurrences

of diapycnal mixing at the lower base of the intermediate layer, where waters are characterized by a strong reduction potential

due to the presence of reduced iron and manganese species, ammonium and finally hydrogen sulfide (Pakhomova et al., 2014).

Beyond the changes in convective ventilation highlighted above, it thus appears as a lead priority to assess the biogeochemical

consequences of this new thermo-haline dynamics of the Black Sea. In particular, the influence of CIL formation on the260
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biogeochemical components of the oxygen budget should be addressed in more details, asking for instance how the presence

or absence of CIL formation influences on planktonic growth, trophic interactions, and organic matter respiration rates. We
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voluntarily adopted here a wide integrative point of view, so as to highlight the large scale relevance of the depicted regime

shift on Black Sea oxygenation. However, we still consider that a detailed assessment of all components of the oxygen budget,

ie. ventilating processes and biogeochemical production/consumption terms, is required in order to infer the future evolution265

of the Black Sea oxygenation status (e.g. Grégoire and Lacroix, 2001).

Although, there are clear indications of a long-term warming trend in the Black Sea (Belkin, 2009), it remains a delicate task

to strictly dissociate the contributions of global warming from that of regional atmospheric oscillations (Kazmin and Zatsepin,

2007; Capet et al., 2012). One such assessment in the neighboring Mediterranean sea (Macias et al., 2013) concluded that

global warming trend and regional oscillation contributed to the recent regional sea surface temperature trend (1985–2009), for270

respectively 42% and 58%. While corresponding assessment will have to be routinely reevaluated for the Black Sea as time

series expand, it may conservatively be considered that global warming had a significant contribution to warming winters in

the Black Sea. This contribution is expected to increase in the next decades (Kirtman et al., 2014).

6 Conclusions

We have analyzed the variability of the Black Sea ventilation over the last 65 years and investigated the existence of regime275

shifts in this dynamics. To this aim, we have produced a composite time series of the CIL cold content (C), that is considered as

a proxy for the intensity of the convective ventilation resulting from the formation of dense oxygenated waters. This composite

time series is built from four different data products issued from observations and modelling, so as to optimize its temporal

extent. The consistency between those products, and in particular the close correspondence between observational and mech-

anistic predictive time series supports the reliability of the composite series and its adequacy to describe the evolution of the280

Black Sea subsurface convective ventilation during the last 65 years.

The composite time series was analyzed to detect different regimes, corresponding to periods characterized by significantly

distinct averages. Over the last 65 years, we identified 3 main regimes: 1) a routine regime prevailing during 1955–1984 and

1996–2008 that is consistent with the full-period average C, 2) a cold regime (high C, 1984–1996) which as been previously

documented (see references in Sect. 3) and 3) a warm regime (low C, 2008–2019) which is characterized by the intermittency285

of the annual CIL renewal.Statistical considerations indicates that the abrupt shift can not adequately be described by a long

term combination of linear and periodic trends.

Clear relationships evidence the role of CIL formation in oxygenating, through convective ventilation, the upper part of the

Black Sea intermediate layers (ie. between σ of 14.4 and 15.4 kgm−3. Given that cold winter air temperature is the leading

driver of CIL formation (Oguz and Besiktepe, 1999; Ivanov et al., 2000; Capet et al., 2014), given that CIL formation constitutes290

a predominant ventilation mechanism for the Black Sea intermediate layer, and assuming that oxygen conditions constitutes

an environmental structuring factor affecting the ecosystem organization, its vigor and its resilience, this shift in the Black Sea

ventilation regime may be associated with global warming and is expected to affect its biogeochemical balance and to threaten

marine populations adapted to previously prevailing ventilation regimes.
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To understand how global warming impacts on the marine deoxygenation dynamics is a worldwide concern. The relatively295

fast and clear response that stems from the specific Black Sea geomorphology makes it a natural laboratory to study this

dependency and related phenomena. Here, we showed that non-linear dynamics and feed-backs in ventilation mechanisms

resulted in a significant shift of the average ventilation regime, in response to rising air temperature. Since the temporal extent

of low oxygen conditions is critical for ecosystems, we stress the importance to assess the potential for similar ventilation

regime shifts in other oxygen deficient basins.300

Data availability. The data used are listed in Table 1 Argo data were were collected and made freely available by the Coriolis project1 and

programs that contribute to it. Era-Interim atmospheric conditions were obtained from ECMWF interface2. Aggregated weekly outputs of

the GHER 3D model, as well as processed annual time series from the different sources are publicly available on a ZENODO repository :

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3691960.

Appendix A: Comparison of the C) time series issued from different data sources305

The C time series are noted Cmi for source m (i is the year index). Each pair of time series (Cmi , Cni ) are compared over the

years i ∈ Im,n for which Cmi and Cni are both defined. The following statistics are given for each pair of data sources in Fig.

A1 :

– Nm,n the number of elements in Im,n

– Pearson correlation coefficient :310
∑

i∈Im,n

(Cmi −Cm)(Cni −Cn)
√ ∑
i∈Im,n

(Cmi −Cm)2
√ ∑
i∈Im,n

(Cni −Cn)2

– The RMS difference between time series :
√ ∑
i∈Im,n

(Cni −Cmi )2

Nm,n

– The average bias :
∑

i∈Im,n

(Cni −Cmi )

Nm,n
315

1http://www.coriolis.eu.org
2http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/
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– The percentage bias :
∑

i∈Im,n

(Cni −Cmi )

∑
i∈Im,n

(Cn
i +Cm

i )
2

.100

For a better appreciation of variation scales, the temporal standard deviation is also shown for each data source.

The last value of the atmospheric predictor time series (CAtmos2013 , Fig. 1. of the main manuscript) was not considered in the

composite time series, as it was based on the two, rather than three, predictor values available at the time of publication (hence320

the larger associated uncertainty). It is remarkable, however, that the published prognostic values for 2012 and 2013, match

with independent Argo estimates.

Appendix B: Regime shift analysis

The identification of change points in a time series is the natural first step towards identification of a regime shift (Andersen

et al., 2009). The basic change point problem can be expressed as follows: to identify the change point i= k in a sequence xi325

of independent random variable with constant variance, such that the expectation of xi is µ for i < k and µ+ ∆µk otherwise.

Obviously, this problem can be generalized to several change points. The procedure for change point detection is stepwise and

has been achieved following the methodology described in the documentation of the R package strucchange (Zeileis et al.,

2003).

First, the existence of at least one significant change point had to be tested. strucchange provides seven statistical tests330

to compute the p-value at which the null hypothesis of no change points can be rejected. The presence of change points can

be tested on the basis of F-Statistic tests or generalized fluctuation tests (Zeileis et al., 2003, and references therein). Table A1

provides the significance level at which the null hypothesis can be rejected for each test implemented in the strucchange

R package. Among the seven tests considered to assess the presence of at least one significant change point in Ci, 6 rejects the

null hypothesis with a significance level p < 0.05.335

Second, the locations of theN most likely change points were identified. In this study, we considered from one to five change

points. The change point locations can be estimated by finding the index values kn = [k1, ..,kN ] that maximize a likelihood

ratio, defined as the ratio of the residual sum of squares for the alternative hypothesis (i.e. change points at kn with ∆µkn
6= 0)

to that of the null hypothesis (i.e. no change point, ∆µkn = 0).

Finally, the choice of a given model (ie. number of change points) had to be considered using the AIC criterion (Sect. 2.2).340

Appendix B: Statistics

Formally, the methodology to identify and date structural change is designed for normal random variables, two conditions

which can not be granted for environmental time series such as considered here. The following sections detail why 1) the
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Table A1. Tests for the presence of significant structural changes in Ci. p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis (i.e. there

are no significant change points) should be maintained.

Approach Test p-value

F-Statistics supF test 1.7e-04

aveF test 5.3e-03

expF test 1.7e-08

Fluctuations OLS-based CUSUM test 1.0e-02

Recursive CUSUM test 3.6e-01

OLS-based MOSUM test 1.0e-02

Recursive MOSUM test 1.0e-02

departure of C distribution from a gaussian distribution, 2) the autocorrelation in Ci, and 3) the biases between source-specific

components of the composite time series Ci, do not affect the conclusions drawn above.345

B1 Normality

Skewness in the distribution of C values and its departure from normality is visible at low C values (not shown), as expected

for physical reasons: C is a vertically integrated property, naturally bounded by zero. However, the Shapiro-Wilk test that

measures the correlation between the quantiles of Ci and those of a normal distribution, indicates no significant departure from

normality: W = 0.975, p= 0.23. For completeness, a Box-Cox transformation (λ= 0.7) of the original data has been tested350

which slightly enhances the Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.98, p= 0.39), but brings no sensible alteration in the conclusions of the

structural change analysis.

B2 Autocorrelation

Similarly, Ci can not be considered as a random variable. In particular, we introduced in Sect. 1 the CIL preconditioning

and partial renewal mechanisms, both physical reasons for which autocorrelation may be expected in Ci. Indeed, correlations355

between the original and k-lagged time series are, at first glance, significant up to k = 5 (Tab. C1, the confidence interval above

which autocorrelation can be considered to be significant is given by 1.96/
√
N = 0.25). However, it should be considered that

the regime shift evidenced in the main manuscript may itself induce apparent autocorrelation statistics. To evidence that this

is indeed the case encountered here, the correlation between the original and lagged time series of the residuals stemming

from the 4–segments model are indicated in Tab. S C1. The fact that no significant autocorrelation persists when change points360

are considered indicates that the non-randomness of Ci does not jeopardize conclusions drawn from the application of the

structural change methodology.
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Table C1. Correlations between (first column) time-lagged replicates of the original Ci and (first column) time-lagged replicates of the

residuals of the 4–segment model.

Lag Original Residuals

0 1.0 1.0

1 0.57 0.13

2 0.38 -0.22

3 0.32 -0.11

4 0.33 0.03

5 0.26 -0.05

C1 Biases between components of the composite time series

Given that biases exist between different data sources, it might be argued that the composite time series is skewed by the

uneven temporal cover of the different sources. For instance if a strongly biased source would solely cover a given period, the365

composite series would be biased over that period. To ensure that this issue does not affect the presented conclusions,Cunbiasedi

was constructed asCi, but removing from each componentCmi the bias identified identified with the longestCShipsi time series

(which series is used for reference does not impact on structural change conclusions). When Cunbiasedi is considered instead

of Ci, similar results are obtained in terms of change point models significance and positions of the change points.

Appendix D: Oxygen in situ-data370

Oxygen saturation was computed as the percentage of in situ oxygen concentration (converted to µM using in-situ density),

with respect to oxygen concentration at saturation, computed considering atmospheric pressure, in-situ temperature and salinity.

Both oxygen concentration and saturation levels were extracted from each Argo profiles at regular σ intervals (14.4 to 16.0

kgm−3, by steps of 0.1). Oxygen concentration [µM] is directly relevant as an environmental factor affecting chemical reac-

tions rates. Oxygen saturation level [%] is cleared from the direct temperature effect associated with changes in the solubility375

of oxygen in seawater, and is arguably more relevant as an environmental factor to represent the impact on living organisms

(Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2011; Roman et al., 2019). However, the range of thermo-haline variability in the subsurface and

intermediate layers, on which we focus our analysis of oxygen, is relatively narrow compared to surface waters. Oxygen con-

centration and saturation level are thus highly correlated for the layer of interest (Fig. D1) and only oxygen concentration is

considered in the following .380
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Figure A1. Statistics of comparison between the different data sources.
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Figure D1.

Oxygen concentration [µM] and oxygen saturation level [%] derived from Argo samplings above (left) and below (right) the isopycnal

σ = 14.3kgm−3. The color scale gives the potential desnity anomaly associated with each sampling (σ - kgm−3).
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